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Where are you going?
How will you get there?
How will you implement?







“The Magnetic North Pole, the focal point.”

Mission Statement



Mission Statements

“___________’s mission is to organize the
world’s information and make it
universally accessible and useful.”



Mission Statements

“To bring inspiration and innovation to
every athlete in the world.”



Mission Statements

“To discover, develop and deliver
innovative medicines that help patients
prevail over serious diseases.”



Mission Statements

“To provide economy and quality minded travelers
with a premier, moderate priced lodging facility which
is consistently perceived as clean, comfortable, well-
maintained, and attractive, staffed by friendly,
attentive and efficient people.”



Mission Statements

“To provide economy and quality minded travelers
with a premier, moderate priced lodging facility which
is consistently perceived as clean, comfortable, well-
maintained, and attractive, staffed by friendly,
attentive and efficient people.”



Mission Statements

“________________, Incorporated provides its customers quality office and
information technology products, furniture, printing values and the expertise
required for making informed buying decisions. We provide our products
and services with a dedication to the highest degree of integrity and quality
of customer satisfaction, developing long-term professional relationships
with employees that develop pride, creating a stable working environment
and company spirit.”







Personal Mission Statements

Defines who you are; what
you value and what you
want to accomplish



Money

Fame Material Wealth

Career



Family







Personal Mission Statements
7 Habits - Stephen Covey
Habit # 2 – Begin with the End in Mind

Role Person Involved Tribute**

Spouse

Parent

Co-worker

Servant/Teacher

**What would this person say about you at your 75th birthday?



So What Is Your Mission 
Statement?

Business
Department
Personal
Other……



Goals

Strategies

Who, What, Where, When, How

Mission Statement/Purpose



Jim Collins



Productive Paranoia

Build cash reserves / conservative balance sheet
Manage Risk
Zoom out while zoomed in



Fanatic 
DISCIPLINE

Productive 
Paranoia

Level 5 
Ambition

Level 5 
Ambition

Empirical 
Creativity

20 Mile March

Fire Bullets, then 
Cannonballs

It Is What 
You Do 

Before You 
Are in 

Trouble



Luck



Where are you going?
How will you get there?
How will you implement?



Law of the Harvest



Jim Bob & Billy



Sowing



Not Sowing





Jim Bob Harvesting



Billy Reaping



Billy Reaping



Where you going?    - Mission Statement

How will you get there?  - Goals / Strategies / Planning

Implementation?
Fanatic Discipline  - 20 Mile March
Empirical Creativity  - Bullets then Cannonballs
Productive Paranoia  - What you do before troubles

Law of the Harvest – Reap what you Sow



Start Charting Your Path Today!


